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Where Will John Legend and Chrissy Teigen Move Next?
The celebrity couple recently listed their post Manhattan apartment, and we have a few ideas as to where
they should settle down next.

Thanks to her never-ending stream of videos and photos on Instagram, we've all been granted a firsthand look into super model Chrissy Teigen's adorable life with musician John Legend and their three
beyond cute fur-children, Penny, Pippa, and Puddy. Teigen's Instagram account has also given us a
glimpse into the glamorous New York City apartment the couple keeps. That said, you can imagine our
surprise when news broke last week that the pair had decided to sell their Manhattan digs.
Reportedly, the stars are looking for a more spacious home in the city, with room to start a family. While
there's is one celeb baby we'd love to see, we'll definitely miss getting to peek inside their current
apartment.
But, if there's one thing we can count on, it's that Teigen and Legend are moving on to bigger and better.
So, we took it upon ourselves to find a couple of swoon-worthy Manhattan listings that would be perfect
for the couple and their growing family. The credentials: a spacious kitchen for chef-extraordinaire
Teigen, room to entertain celebrity friends like Kim Kardashian and Kanye West, and, of course, plenty of
space for a nursery and kids rooms.
Here are four top contenders:

2) 1 Centre Market Place
Next up, from CORE, a four-story townhouse on the borderline of lower Manhattan neighborhoods SoHo
and Nolita. Built on a low-traffic block, the five bedroom home offers 4,100 square feet of living space,
two terraces, and a roof deck.

For Teigen, the home has a gourmet chef's kitchen with state-of-the-art appliances. Plus, Legend could
easily transform one of the many bedrooms into a writing or recording studio, with plenty of room left
for their potential little ones.

The townhouse would cost the celebrity couple $7.5 million, but the entire second floor master suite
surely makes up for the high price tag. Space like that is a rare find in New York City.

